
"Someday 1 shall surely die at the hand of Saul!"—lSam.27:l. So 
it was right after one of these attacks of discouragement & depres
sion because of an attack by this evil spirit on my esophagus that 
I finally got so desperate in prayer with God that I asked not only 
for deliverance, but "Lord, why haven't You delivered me?" And 
He showed me that I had not published "The Talisman"! I had not 
revealed to you some of these things regarding the workings of the 
Enemy so that you would be able to deal with them & handle them 
yourself & obtain release & relief & deliverance in some of your 
cases, to know what's the best method to use & how to handle it. 

14. One of our first researchers found a number of inter
esting facts regarding the first name that was given clear back in 
"The Talisman" four years ago, the Sphinx! Oddly enough, al
though nearly all the other gods of the Egyptians had either animal 
form or sometimes human form with animal heads, the Sphinx 
was peculiar to the Egyptian pantheon of gods in that she & she 
alone had the body of a beast, or at least partly so, & in some cases 
she's shown with female breasts with the body of a lion, but the 
head of a woman! 

15. Now this is very interestingly significant in relation to 
prophetic Bible interpretation, because throughout the Bible 
normally the beasts in symbolic use represent powers, govern
ments, kings, nations, empires, kingdoms, etc. Whereas human 
figures appearing in such symbolic prophecies or revelations 
usually denote spiritual powers, demon power or Angelic powers, 
definitely the powers of Angels or demons rather than just the 
governments of Man, representing the powers of Hell & the spirit 
powers rather than just Man power! And she was apparendy great 
enough & powerful enough to have the largest image on Earth 
made of her of any god or goddess of all the Egyptians! 

16. Sphinxes were also found in the ancient Assyrian & 
Minoan, Roman & Mayan cultures, & the original name, as 
we've already told you, means "to draw tight" or "to bind" or 
"contract" or "strangle". And this was the problem I was having 
with her!—She was tightening my sphincter muscles at the lower 
end of my esophagus & strangling me, shutting off my food! The 
Lord has showed us since then in another revelation, "God Knows 
When", why it happened & what it was a picture of, a revelation 
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of, & what we must pray against continually. 
17. The Enemy is always trying to strangle & cut off the 

spiritual food of the body which comes from the head, but very 
seldom succeeds, thank the Lord, but sometimes does. So we 
must try to avoid it, pray against it, that die Lord will not shut off 
your spiritual food tube or allow it to be shut off, & will rebuke 
& bind & resist & liberate & free & deliver us from these bind
ing influences & strangling powers who try to cut off the food 
which He puts in my mouth for you! But mat's another story! 
Read "God Knows When!" 

18. Then we also have some very interesting research done 
years ago when the second revelation came, the one about Ash
raf & die Viking gods! This was done by our dear researcher while 
still in London, just a few days after I had the Ashraf Revelation. 
Here he tells us mat although in me revelation this god or god
dess appeared by another name, it was still related to the Sphinx. 

19. There's a little more on the Sphinx. The Sphinx, as I said, 
had various forms, & sometimes various identities & various names 
for various functions, so that tiiey were actually few in number over 
all, but expressed in different forms & ways & functions. The 
Sphinx is supposed to be a trinity of three Egyptian gods: Harmak-
his, die god of die rising sun; Khepri, die sacred scarab, or die bug 
god; & Atum, die god-king, supposed to be die fadier of die human 
race, symbolised also by the sun & a symbol of resurrection. 

20. It's strange that this Sphinx should be in not only female 
form & sometimes represented as male, but also trinitarian 
form! This is almost symbolic or similar to die trinity of die Devil 
himself, as I've sometimes mentioned before, Satan being in the 
trinity of Satan, the Devil's trinity, die opposite of God; die An
tichrist being die opposite of Jesus; & me False Prophet of me An
tichrist being die opposite of die Holy Spirit. And sure enough in 
tiiis Sphinx we have diis trinity represented by these three gods, 
the sun-god, die bug-god & die king-god, & surely die Antichrist 
is going to be a king of die World at the End of the World! 

21. In this Ashraf revelation Maria caught the sound of the 
name of this god or goddess to sound like Ashraf, or in anotiier 
place Asharaf , so we find diat one of me most ancient gods of the 
ancient World was a feminine goddess named Asherah! That's 
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